CHAPTER 4

Policies and Action Measures
This chapter provides policies and action measures that
together will guide Gresham’s transportation decisions
towards achievement of the Transportation System’s Plan’s
Vision to “support the growth and development of the City
of Gresham as an economically vital and livable community
by providing its residents and all transportation system
users with pleasant and convenient access and travel within,
to and through the city.”
The policies and action measures are a basis for assessing the transportation needs of the community as it
develops. More specifically, the City’s Community Development Plan Volume 2: Policies, defines Policies and
Action Measures as:

Policy - A policy is a statement identifying Gresham’s position and a definitive course of action. Policies are
more specific than goals. They often identify the City’s position in regard to implementing goals. However,
they are not the only actions the City can take to accomplish goals.
Action Measure - An action measure is a statement that outlines a specific City project or standard, which
if executed, would implement goals and policies. Action measures also refer to specific projects, standards, or
courses of action the City desires other jurisdictions to take in regard to specific issues. These statements can
also define the relationship the City desires to have with other jurisdictions and agencies in implementing
Comprehensive Plan goals and policies.
The policies are grouped into a series of multi-modal and modal specific categories: Transportation System,
Street System, Transit System, Bicycle System, Pedestrian System, Travel Demand Management, Parking
Management, Truck and Rail Freight System, Passenger Rail, Air Transportation System, and Pipeline
System. Chapters 5 and 6 identify specific projects, programs, and other actions to implement these policies.

Hogan Drive - a major arterial - includes rain
gardens, bike lanes, and planted medians.
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TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
The Transportation System policies are the broadest set of policies. They address transportation within
and beyond the public right-of-way.

Policy 1: Develop and promote a balanced transportation system that provides a variety of travel
options and reduces the need to rely on automobiles.
1. Develop a multi-modal transportation system that enables people
walking, biking taking transit and driving to feel equally safe and
comfortable.
2. Provide and promote a range of viable transportation options
that respond to all communities’ needs for access, mobility, safety,
comfort and convenience.
3. Provide transportation facilities near transit and in Gresham’s
Centers that support bicycle, pedestrian and transit travel options
and provide for a mix of land uses.
4. Adopt and monitor targets for Gresham city limits that
address safety, vehicle miles travelled per capita, freight reliance,
congestions and walking/biking/transit mode share.
5. Promote incentives and commute trip reduction programs,
bicycling, walking, taking transit, ridesharing, carpooling,
telecommuting, parking management, flexible work hours, and
other travel demand management strategies aimed at reducing the
number and length of single occupant vehicle trips.
6. Support the Metro region’s 2040 Growth Concept, which
manages growth, protects natural resources and makes
improvements to facilities and infrastructure while maintaining
the region’s quality of life (2040 Growth Concept adopted 1995).
7. Demonstrate that transportation projects will make progress
towards the regional Non-Single-Occupancy Vehicle mode share
targets per the Regional Transportation Framework Plan (RTFP)
Table 3.08-1 for 2040 areas.
8. Demonstrate that transportation projects
will make progress toward the Metro region’s
modal targets (RTFP Table 3.08-2).

All communities’ include
people of color, people
experiencing poverty,
people with disabilities, and
people who experience
language barriers.
Gresham’s Centers: Per
Metro’s 2040 Growth
Concept Map, Gresham
as one Regional Center
and one Town Center. The
Regional Center’s boundary
includes the Downtown
and Civic Neighborhood
plan district. The Town
Center boundary is all of
Rockwood plan district.
Additionally, the Pleasant
Valley Plan Area has a
planned Town Center.
A single occupant vehicle
is a motor vehicle occupied
by the driver only.
2040 areas include
Gresham Regional Center
(Downtown and Civic
Neighborhood), Rockwood
Town Center, station
areas, corridors, main
streets, industrial areas,
employment areas and
neighborhoods
Modal targets are targets
intended to increase
walking, biking, transit,
shared ride and other
non-drive alone trips as
percentages of all trips. (RTP
Glossary)

Telecommuting reduces commute trips.
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Policy 2: Plan, implement and maintain an efficient transportation system.
1. Coordinate transportation capital improvement plans, street design standards, the functional
classification of streets, transportation system management actions, review of development with
significant transportation impacts, and transportation planning activities:
• With affected agencies, jurisdictions and special districts such as Oregon Department of
Transportation (ODOT), Metro, Multnomah and Clackamas
counties, Portland, and the East Multnomah County cities;
• With TriMet and other transportation service providers; and
• With local and regional transportation plans.
2. Require new development to provide multi-modal street
design and public utilities to serve the site and to extend public
infrastructure to provide for the logical continuation of the City’s
utility and street systems. A development may be required to
modify or replace off-site systems to provide adequate public
facilities. The City Manager may require a development to
provide a traffic analysis by a licensed traffic engineer that
evaluates the traffic impacts and mitigation requirements.
3. Coordinate transportation projects, programs, and investment
strategies with land use, economic development, noise reduction,
air quality, water quality, and other Goal 5 policies.
4. Adopt and update a 20-year capital improvement plan that
addresses all transportation modes every five years, as part of the
capital improvement program.

Goal 5 is Oregon’s fifth
statewide planning goal:
Natural Resources, Scenic
and Historic Areas, and Open
Spaces. The intent of Goal 5
is, “to protect natural
resources and conserve
scenic and historic areas and
open spaces. Local
governments shall adopt
programs that will protect
natural resources and
conserve scenic, historic, and
open space resources for
present and future
generations. These resources
promote a healthy
environment and natural
landscape that contributes
to Oregon’s livability.”

5. Develop a Transportation Financing Plan that:
• Gives top priority to safety and the preservation and
maintenance of existing transportation facilities;
• Prioritizes investments in the transportation
system to best support community goals and
responds to needs identified by residents;
• Maximizes expenditures on pedestrian and bicycle
capital improvements, particularly those that
connect to transit facilities and schools;
Maintenance costs include resurfacing.
• Considers the future operating and maintenance costs
associated with improvements when making transportation capital investment decisions;

• Includes funding from a variety of sources such as regional, state, and federal grant
programs; state and federal gas taxes and vehicle registration fees; regional congestion
pricing, user fees, and employer taxes; city bonds, Bancroft bonds; Local Improvement
Districts, benefiting property owners; development impact fees; etc.;
• Identifies creative, non-traditional funding sources; and
• Maintains the City’s flexibility to take advantage of new funding
opportunities, including public/private partnerships.
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6. Develop inter-modal transportation facilities that make passenger
or freight transfers convenient and efficient.
7. Promote the use of energy-efficient or low- and zero-emission
vehicles and bicycling, transit and pedestrian travel modes.

Inter-modal refers to the
use of multiple modes of
transportation (I.E. rail,
truck and ship).

8. Allow infrastructure operation, maintenance, repair, preservation,
widening, or reconstruction without a development permit
within rights-of-way. Allow changes in alignment of proposed
projects without plan amendments or future street plans, if such
changes fall within a designated transportation corridor, route, or right-of-way in the Community
Development Plan or a future street plan.

Policy 3: Provide a transportation system that maximizes accessibility to and within regional centers,
town centers, transit corridors, station areas, and employment centers.
1. Protect existing and planned transportation corridors from conflicts with adjacent land uses by
the adoption of:
• Future street plans;
• Street design standards and classifications that reflect adjacent land use designations;
• Access management standards;
• Appropriate land use designations; and
• Development requirements including setbacks, buffering and landscaping standards,
building orientation, density transfer provisions, easements, and right-of-way dedication.
2. Design and build transportation facilities that are safe and consistent with the scale and character
of planned land uses.

Policy 4: Provide a safe transportation system.
1. Protect local streets from through traffic, high volumes, and high speeds using appropriate
neighborhood street design as well as neighborhood traffic control devices and strategies.
2. Monitor high crash locations and types and develop appropriate programs and projects to address
problems.

STREET SYSTEM
The Street System policies are multi-modal and specific to the right-of-way.

Policy 1: Provide a street system that accommodates a variety of travel options.
1. Maintain a functional classification system and street
design standards that serve all modes of transportation
and support regional and local land use plans.
2. Retain designation of Pedestrian Districts in the
Gresham Regional Center (Downtown and Civic
Neighborhood), the Rockwood Town Center, transit
corridors, and MAX station areas.
MAX at Civic Station
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3. Consider new and retain the existing pedestrian oriented
boulevard designs along designated major streets within the
Regional Center, Rockwood Town Center, and on transit
corridors.
4. Develop street design standards that support land uses and
reduces barriers for people walking, biking and taking transit.
Refer to national best practices such as the National Association
of City Transportation Official’s Urban Bikeway Design Guide
for street design supporting bicycle use.
5. Improve the pedestrian environment of the Street System by
requiring coordinated street tree plantings, underground utilities,
pedestrian amenities and safety enhancements, and coordinated
street signs, light standards, and utility facilities within the public
right-of-way.
6. Maintain a Functional Classification system that ensures streets
are context sensitive with adjacent neighborhoods.

“Context sensitive solutions
(CSS) is a collaborative,
interdisciplinary approach
that involves all
stakeholders to develop a
transportation facility that
fits its physical setting and
preserves scenic, aesthetic,
historic and environmental
resources, while
maintaining safety and
mobility. CSS is an approach
that considers the total
context within which a
transportation
improvement project will
exist.” -- Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA)

7. In the development of the Street System, and in all land
development, provide:
• Bus loading areas and provision for amenities such as landing pads,
shelters, real-time information kiosks, etc. for transit riders;
• Safe and convenient pedestrian circulation;
• Safe and comfortable bike network;
• Off-street parking and maneuvering areas for bicycles and motor vehicles; and
• Loading areas for freight, as appropriate.

Policy 2: Develop a street system that meets current needs and anticipated future population growth
and development.
1. Maintain and implement a multi-modal street functional classification plan.
2. Work with affected local jurisdictions, Metro, and the Oregon Department of Transportation to
maintain a coordinated and regionally consistent multi-modal functional classification plan.
3. Coordinate with the City’s Public Works Standards to specify street design standards.
4. Review designs, approve plans, inspect construction, and recommend acceptance of public
improvements to the City Council for ownership, operation, and maintenance by the City. Ensure
established administrative procedures for the above process to protect the life, safety and welfare
of the public.
5. Favor system improvements that: consider using existing roadway capacity, signals, and access
more efficiently; reduce and manage single occupant vehicle travel demand or control travel
demand growth through transportation-efficient land use and pricing incentives prior to adding
roadway capacity in lanes and new facilities; provide safe and convenient travel options. Consider
new roadway construction only where it would provide a complete network, enhance system
efficiency, or where improvements to the existing street system are not feasible.
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6. Preserve and maximize the capacity of existing arterials and other major streets (especially in the
vicinity of state highway interchanges) by: access management techniques such as minimizing the
number of curb cuts; controlling turn movements with raised medians; requiring adequate rightof-way and setbacks as part of the development process; signal coordination and synchronization;
and other appropriate transportation system management and operations (TSMO).
7. Regularly maintain an adequate condition of street pavement on municipal streets by
implementing a pavement management system and other cost-effective measures.
8. Identify, adopt and develop acceptable alternatives to address the traffic and transportation needs
along primary north-south and east-west corridors; work with Metro, the Oregon Department of
Transportation, affected local jurisdictions, TriMet, bicycle and pedestrian groups, development
stakeholders, and citizens.
9. Work with Metro, the Oregon Department of Transportation, TriMet, bicycle and pedestrian
groups, development stakeholders, affected local jurisdictions, and citizens. The City’s planning
and decision making for this project will be guided by adopted community objectives. Adopt a
specific alternative, if one is acceptable, using the City’s Future Street Plan process. Concurrently
adopt any required plan amendments or goal exceptions, and applicable changes to the functional
classification system.

Policy 3: Provide a street system that maximizes accessibility and mobility within the community.
1. Locate major activity centers in areas that are accessible by a variety of transportation modes.
2. Provide bicycle and pedestrian facilities and transit access to
major activity centers.
3. Develop solutions to special traffic problems created around
major activity centers that minimize non-local traffic through
residential neighborhoods.
4. Implement the Future Street Plan and street connectivity
standards to ensure the development and completion of logical
and continuous local street patterns within residential and
Bicycle rack at the Arts Plaza
mixed-use areas as development occurs. Per the Future Street
Plan and street connectivity standards, new development must provide for the continuation and
inter-connection of existing streets and must avoid long dead-end street patterns.
5. Implement adopted City code standards for public street and land division that reinforce
the public street system as the City’s essential framework for safe, convenient, and efficient
neighborhood circulation, property access, emergency response, public facilities, and utilities for
all properties.
6. Develop a well-connected public street system while minimizing motor vehicle traffic impacts
within residential areas and maximizing bicycle and pedestrian connectivity.
7. Ensure that all residential development will be served by a connected local public street system
and provide street frontage and access for all residential parcels.
8. Establish a hierarchy of connected collector and local streets. Require Neighborhood Circulation
Plans that seek to balance local traffic among local streets, provide multi-directional access to the
collector-arterial system, reduce non-local traffic, and ensure optimal emergency response.
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Policy 4: Ensure a street system that is safe and supports healthy, active living.
1. Develop and manage a multi-modal street system that meets local, regional, state and federal
vehicular emissions and noise level standards.
2. Require adequate street lighting for both motor and non-motor vehicles with street capital
improvement projects and private development projects. Additionally, implement a program to
provide street lighting in areas where lighting is inadequate or non-existent.
3. Use traffic calming techniques in neighborhood traffic control projects and update street
standards to include traffic calming devices.
4. Design and build safe street crossings, bicycle lanes, and sidewalks, prioritizing areas with high
pedestrian and bicycle traffic.
5. Adopt specific access management strategies for each roadway classification to separate vehicle
conflicts (e.g., reduce the number of driveways, increase the spacing between driveways and
intersections, and remove turning vehicles from through lanes). Require greater access control for
higher classification streets and less access control for lower classification streets.
6. Require that new street improvements be designed to meet or exceed minimum guidelines set
forth in the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials Policy on
Geometric Design of Highways and Streets and the Institute of Transportation Engineers’
recommended practice for urban streets. Traffic impact analyses shall utilize the Institute of
Transportation Engineers Trip Generation Manual wherever applicable.
• Design traffic calming devices in accordance with accepted industry standards such as detailed in
the Institute of Transportation Engineers recommended practice for urban streets and Oregon
State University Transportation Research Institute’s Neighborhood Traffic Management guide.
• Refer to national best practices resources such as the National Association of City Transportation
Official’s Urban Bikeway Design Guide for street design supporting bicycle use; Metro’s Creating
Livable Streets: Street Design Guidelines; the National Center for Bicycling and Walking;
the Federal Highway Administration’s Designing
Streets for Pedestrian Safety Guidelines; and the
Transportation Research Board’s Multi-Modal
Level of Service Analysis, published in the 2010
(or most recent) Highway Capacity Manual.
7. Work with the United States Postal Service to
adopt and implement a uniform street naming and
addressing system. Develop logical and convenient
solutions to resolve problems associated with the
present dual address grids and multiple City postal
service designations within Gresham.

Traffic calming devices include planted
meridians, such as this one on Powell Boulevard.
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TRANSIT SYSTEM
Policy 1: Advocate convenient, expanded transit service within Gresham and the east Multnomah
County area.
1. Encourage TriMet to provide transit service for Gresham that meets
or exceeds the service level criteria established by TriMet for:
• Route coverage;
• Frequency of service; and
• Travel time.
2. Work with affected jurisdictions, transit providers, and potential TriMet bus stop
private transit providers in the operation and improvement of the transit system serving Gresham.
3. Encourage the public to utilize mass transit via strategies developed in accordance with the TSP’s
Transportation Demand Management plan and its policies and action measures so as to make
effective use of the transit system investment while reducing single occupant automobile use,
maximizing efficient use of the road system, improving air quality and improving public health.
Communicate community needs to the agencies responsible for transit planning, programming,
and funding.
4. Advocate service enhancements such as peak hour express trains between the Rockwood-Central
area stations and Gateway-Downtown Portland — and off-peak discount tickets to encourage offpeak rider use and off-peak direction trips.
5. Promote logical extensions of the transit system such as a Gresham loop to Mount Hood
Community College.
6. Promote enhanced north/south transit service.
7. Support TriMet and other entities in the planning and
implementation of light rail and bus service improvements,
especially feeder bus service to MAX stations.

Policy 2: Encourage efficient transit services to meet the current and
projected transportation needs of the citizens of Gresham.
1. Advocate and support cost-effective and flexible transit service for
the Gresham area, such as:

Feeder bus service:
Bus service between MAX
stations and bus stops.
Paratransit: A shared-ride
public transportation
service for people who are
unable to use regular
buses or trains due to a
disability or disabling
health condition (TriMet).

• Small vehicle bus service on some feeder bus routes;
• Paratransit and demand-responsive services such as bus pools, shared-ride taxis, carpools and van
pools as an alternative to fixed route, large bus service and single occupant automobile use; and
• Contracted, demand-responsive bus service provided by local providers using small vehicles
where large bus, fixed route service is not yet justified by existing population and employment.
2. Advocate for and support frequent and connected transit service to and within Gresham, including
limited need for transfers between key employment, residential and inter-modal transfer areas.
3. Advocate for enhanced transit service serving primary residential, employment, and commercial areas.
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Policy 3: Promote the development of a transit system that maximizes accessibility.
1. Encourage development of a local and regional transit system that benefits Gresham residents and
businesses, improves Gresham’s regional accessibility, and strengthens system ridership.
2. Work with transit providers to extend transit service to areas of the city that do not have adequate
transit service and to improve the route coverage, frequency of service, and ridership for feeder bus
and cross-town bus lines. Give funding priority to transit corridors, Mixed-Use Districts, Plan
Districts, employment centers, shopping centers, moderate density residential areas, and routes or
facilities that serve transit-dependent populations.
3. Work with transit providers to encourage transit service that
addresses the special needs of the transit dependent e.g., the
elderly and people without a car, people with disabilities and/or
people experiencing poverty.
4. Encourage safe and convenient access to transit via bicycle and
pedestrian modes.
5. Encourage development patterns that provide access to transit
services.

Transit dependent are
those without private
transportation, those over
age 65, those under age 18,
and persons below poverty
or median income levels
defined by the U.S. Census
Bureau (Federal Transit
Administration).

6. Implement pedestrian districts as intensive mixed-use districts within
light rail and other transit corridor areas. Encourage pedestrianoriented development and transit-supportive uses within pedestrian districts. Apply special transit
design standards to development within pedestrian districts, and along mixed-use transit corridors.
7. Work with TriMet to provide secure and convenient bicycle parking at light rail station and transit
centers, considering TriMet’s Bicycle Parking Guidelines.
8. Encourage intensive development in the transit corridors and transit station areas. Implement
Community Development Plan policies, land use patterns, standards, capital improvement plans,
and specific strategies that support increased transit ridership and are compatible with light rail
station area design.
9. Locate population concentrations, intensive commercial and employment centers, senior or special
needs housing, and public institutions and offices in areas that can be efficiently served by public
transit, especially light rail.
10. Encourage intensive new uses and development within the light rail station areas that:
• Create major destinations for transit riders;
• Are compatible with and supportive of transit use;
• Create high levels of pedestrian activity and provide safe, direct, and attractive pedestrian
circulation between stations and adjacent commercial and residential areas;
• Attract transit ridership, reduce the number and length of vehicular trips,
and minimize the amount of land used for private off-street parking;
• Utilize joint access, joint parking, and interior circulation between adjacent uses and parcels;
• Create a more efficient land use pattern by land assembly, redevelopment of
under-utilized parcels, or by infill within an existing developed area; and
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• Create a cohesive and attractive transition, including comfortable and direct pedestrian and
bicycle routes, between station areas and adjacent existing commercial and residential areas.
11. Provide park-and-ride facilities near light rail stations to attract transit riders and minimize
on-street parking in station areas. Support development of additional programmed park-andride facilities as needed at appropriate station locations. Work to monitor existing park-and-ride
facilities and station area parking and seek to resolve transit rider parking problems that may
develop.

Policy 4: Assist in the development of a safe transit system.
1. Design and build sidewalks, pathways and crossings to transit that are free of hazards and
minimized conflicts with external factors such as noise, vehicular traffic and protruding
architectural elements. Refer to TriMet’s “Pedestrian Network Analysis,” September 2011, for
examples.
2. Work with TriMet to identify and implement safety features and enforcement at bus stops, transit
centers, and MAX stations; safety features include shelters, lighting, real-time information, and
emergency or pay telephones.

BICYCLE SYSTEM
Policy 1: Develop a bicycle network that is easy to use, continuous, connected, and equitable.
Equity
1. Increase mobility and accessibility for underserved communities by improving the bicycle network
through equitable investments in infrastructure and programs.
2. Ensure bicycle infrastructure is accessible and addresses the needs of everyone who uses it,
including youth, seniors, and people of all abilities, races, ethnicities and incomes.
Connections
3. Prioritize network connections to important destinations, such as stores that sell healthy food,
jobs, schools, parks, natural areas, commercial areas and transit stops.
4. Integrate on-street bike lanes and facilities with multi-use paths and other bicycle facilities into a
complete network.
5. Acquire access easements along major utility corridors and
abandoned railroad rights-of-way for the expansion of the bicycle
network.
Coordination
6. Support the Metro Regional Active Transportation Plan and
implement the adopted regional bicycle network.
7. Coordinate with state, regional, and local agencies as well as
community-based organizations, nonprofit organizations and
other groups in planning and developing the regional trail and
greenway segments within Gresham.
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The regional trail network includes
the Gresham-Fairview Trail.
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Parking
8. Require preferential parking and accessibility for bicycles for all multi-family, commercial,
industrial, and community service uses.
9. Require secure bicycle parking that meets Gresham bicycle parking code standards.
Programs
10. Promote TriMet’s “Bicycles on Transit,” and similar programs that have the intent of increasing
the number of bicyclists using transit.
11. Maintain and continue to promote the City owned bicycle fleet for official employee use.
12. Continue the City’s bicycle count program and work with Metro and Portland State University to
stream data into PSU’s PORTAL for archiving, visualization and public access.
Infrastructure
13. Design bicycle facilities using regional and national best practice guidance, such as Metro’s
Designing Livable Streets and Trails and NACTO’s Urban Street Design Guide.
14. Implement design options that reduce traffic speed, while providing bicycle facilities as part of the
local street improvements and neighborhood traffic control projects.
15. Stripe bicycle lanes with street resurfacing projects or improvements.
16. Install detector loops and other technologies that allow bicyclists to trigger traffic lights while
traveling on the road.
17. Implement projects in a cost-effective manner, for example leveraging grant funds or partnering
with existing development activity.
18. Require bicycle accessibility within residential, commercial, industrial, and institutional use
(particularly schools) development proposals submitted to the City.

Policy 2: Increase bicycle safety on the bicycle network through infrastructure improvements and
safety programs.
Infrastructure
1. Prioritize safety improvements on arterials and collectors where the most bicycle crashes occur.
Identify and prioritize these projects in the Transportation and Footpaths Capital Improvement
Programs.
2. Complete Gresham’s network of multi-use paths to provide a safe place for bicyclists separated
from vehicles.
3. Construct the Gresham Greenways network of low-speed shared streets to provide an alternative
to travel on high-speed arterial and collector streets.
4. Work with appropriate jurisdictions to remove and prevent barriers, obstructions and hazards
from bicycle facilities.
5. Establish a bicycle facility maintenance schedule and a procedure for quick response to bicycle
facility maintenance and safety problems.
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Programs
6. Work with partner jurisdictions and School Districts to increase Safe Routes to School
infrastructure installations and programming at schools, including bicycle safety programs, bicycle
“rodeos,” and other local events that promote bicycle safety.
7. Work with partner jurisdictions and non-profits to promote bicycle encouragement events, such
as the Bike More Challenge each spring.
8. Distribute and periodically update the Gresham Bicycle Map and coordinate with Multnomah
County to update the County bicycle map.

Policy 3. Create a bicycle network to encourage and support physical and mental health.
1. Promote health through connections to healthy food stores and programmatic opportunities for
physical activity, social connections, and positive interactions among people.
2. Coordinate with partners to educate all users of Gresham’s transportation systems about the
health benefits of bicycling.

PEDESTRIAN SYSTEM
Policy 1: Provide a pedestrian network that is easy to use, continuous, attractive, accessible for all
users, and equitable.
Equity
1. Ensure pedestrian infrastructure is accessible and addresses the needs of everyone who uses it,
including youth, seniors, and people of all abilities, races, ethnicities and incomes.
2. Increase mobility and accessibility for underserved communities by ensuring the pedestrian
network is improved through equitable investments in infrastructure and programs.
3. Design and build sidewalks, pathways and crossings that are free of hazards and minimize
conflicts with external factors such as noise, vehicular traffic and protruding architectural
elements.
Infrastructure
4. Prioritize sidewalk infill and safe street crossings close to transit, schools, healthy food stores, local
centers and locations with high numbers of pedestrians. Identify and prioritize these projects in
the Transportation and Footpaths sections of the Capital Improvement Program.
5. Prioritize pedestrian access to multi-use paths
6. Develop a program for interim and alternative pedestrian facilities on substandard arterial and
collector streets not scheduled for construction.
7. Implement design options that reduce traffic speed, while providing pedestrian facilities as part of
local street improvement and neighborhood traffic control projects.
8. Develop consistent design standards for pedestrian crossings on arterial and collector streets.
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9. Design pedestrian facilities using regional and national best practice guidance, such as Metro’s
Designing Livable Streets and Trails and NACTO’s Urban Street Design Guide.
Coordination
10. Develop pedestrian facilities that connect to the City of Gresham Parks and Recreation Trails and
Natural Areas Master Plan.
11. Work with utility and other agencies to remove obstructions to clear walk zones.
12. Ensure that the needs of pedestrians are considered in the timing plans of all traffic signals.
13. Implement projects in a cost-effective manner, for example leveraging grant funds or partnering
with existing development activity.

Policy 2: Improve pedestrian access to important destinations, such as stores that sell healthy food,
jobs, schools, parks, natural areas, commercial areas and transit stops.
1. Prioritize pedestrian projects that improve access to and within the Gresham Regional Center and
Rockwood Town Center.
2. Require pedestrian connections and facilities in areas with planned high levels of pedestrian
activity such as mixed-use, high-density districts, school zones, commercial districts, and areas
adjacent to transit corridors.
3. Adopt site design and street standards supporting internal and external pedestrian circulation and
transit accessibility for residential, commercial, industrial, and institutional developments.
4. Identify needed connections for direct walking routes. Require dedication of right-of-way and
pedestrian/bicycle access way improvements with development of adjoining property.

Policy 3: Increase pedestrian safety on the pedestrian network through infrastructure improvements
and safety programs.
Infrastructure
1. Prioritize safety improvements on arterials and collectors where the most crashes involving
pedestrians occur. Identify and prioritize these projects in the Transportation and Footpaths
Capital Improvement Programs.
2. Facilitate safe crossings of arterial and collector streets by constructing enhanced crossings that
make pedestrians more visible to vehicles.
3. Coordinate with public and private utilities to remove obstacles from sidewalks and to provide an
alternative location for utilities within the right-of-way or easements.
Programs
4. Coordinate with Metro and non-profit partners to develop pedestrian-focused educational
programs and events for Gresham residents.
5. Work with partner jurisdictions and School Districts to increase Safe Routes to School
infrastructure installations and programming at schools, including pedestrian safety programs and
other local events that promote pedestrian safety.
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Policy 4. Create a walking network that encourages physical and mental health.
1. Promote health through connections to healthy food stores and programmatic opportunities for
physical activity, social connections, and positive interactions among people.
2. Educate all users of Gresham’s transportation systems about the health benefits of walking.
3. Coordinate with the Parks department to identify and incorporate in the path and trail system any
special or unique sites for nature trails, scenic walkways, exercise circuits, or other special purpose
trails.

TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT
Policy: Implement transportation demand management programs and strategies that reduce the
need for single occupant vehicle (SOV) travel and make walking, bicycling and taking transit
more convenient for all trips to and within Gresham.
1. Support public/private partnerships between regional partners,
local agencies and local businesses such as Transportation
Management Associations.
2. Develop and implement a citywide parking strategy and
investigate other measures that reduce parking demand.
Ensure these strategies are equitably employed to ensure people
experiencing poverty are not disproportionally impacted.
3. Adopt transit supportive design standards for developments in
districts near transit station areas and along designated transit
corridors.
4. Provide reduced traffic impact fees for new development in the
Gresham Regional Center, Rockwood Town Center, and along
designated transit corridors.
5. Continue the City’s Employee Commute Program.

See the TSP’s transit map for
transit station and transit
corridor locations.

6. Work with local employers to promote telecommuting, flexible
work hours and compressed work weeks, the regional carpool
matching database, the statewide carpool, employee SmartTrips
program and other demand management strategies.

The goal of the Employee
Commute Program is to
reduce the number of auto
trips made by City
employees.

7. Update and maintain traveler information, including wayfinding
signage for users of the bicycle and pedestrian systems.

Measures include programs
that encourage local
employers to support
employees to reduce single
occupant commute trips,
especially employers affected
by the DEQ Employee
Commute Option Rules (refer
to definition in parking
management, AM 8).

8. Support the installation of end-of-trip facilities such as short
and long-term bicycle parking and showers for bicycle or jogging
commuters.
9. Support efforts to reach residents with travel options information
through such opportunities as new resident outreach and
individualized marketing campaigns.
10. Support state and regional programs aimed at reducing
greenhouse gases and other harmful emissions.
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Measures may include
market-based strategies
such as parking pricing,
parking meters, and
congestion pricing to
promote more compact
land use development,
increase bicycle, transit and
pedestrian mode share,
reduce vehicle miles traveled
(VMT), and encourage more
efficient use of resources.
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PARKING MANAGEMENT
Policy: Manage the on- and off-street parking supply to ensure there is an adequate but not excessive
amount of parking available for all land uses.
1. Periodically review the Off-Street Parking and Loading Requirements of the Community
Development Standards document to:
• Review and update as necessary parking requirements for all land uses;
• Study parking for mixed-use developments and adjust rations
to prevent over-supply due to multiple uses.
• Provide options that reduce or manage demand for parking, thereby
allowing a developer and the City to consider a variance to provide less
than the minimum number of parking spaces required by code.
• Encourage existing development to convert existing parking to other uses.
• Develop standards for structured parking including those related to ground-floor nonparking use, lay-out, landscaping, and other design, structural, and functional issues; and
• Undertake other revisions as necessary to simplify interpretation
and administration of parking standards.
2. Encourage construction of structured parking in Transit Districts, Civic Neighborhood,
Downtown, and Central Rockwood areas to support transit use and encourage high-density
development. If feasible, provide incentives in other districts of the city to encourage developers to
provide decked or underground parking to reduce land devoted to parking lots.
3. Develop and implement a master plan for public parking facilities in the Downtown and
Rockwood areas to provide consolidated central parking for existing and future residences and
businesses and facilitate more intensive development of these areas.
4. Encourage the development of joint-use parking agreements where one or more users share the
same pool of parking. Identify existing sites with excess parking that could be shared with new
users as an alternative to building new parking spaces. Ensure that Community Development
Code regulations are sufficiently flexible to allow joint-use parking agreements.
5. Support the Gresham Downtown Transportation Management Association in its efforts to promote
and develop:
• Parking and transit validation programs;
• One-stop shopping;
• Alternative transportation modes for
customers and employees;
• Public parking marketing programs;
• Intra- and inter-district shuttle service; and
• Shared-parking agreements.
6. Support expanding the Downtown Transportation
Management Association to include such areas as the
Central Rockwood Plan Area and Gresham’s high

Street parking in Downtown
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employment industrial areas.
7. Consider phased-in parking strategies and programs that include:
• Timed parking zones and parking meters to encourage
parking turnover in high-demand areas; and
• Preferential on-street parking programs for residents and businesses
adjacent to areas with high on-street parking demand.
8. Provide encouragement and, where appropriate, technical support to employers with more than
100 employees who are, therefore, required to participate in DEQ’s Employee Commute Option
(ECO) Program designed to reduce the number of cars driven to work.
9. Continue working with Metro and other local jurisdictions to adopt regional strategies and
policies to meet the per capita parking reduction mandated by the Transportation Planning Rule.

TRUCK AND RAIL FREIGHT SYSTEM
Policy: Provide for the safe and efficient movement of truck and rail freight through and within
Gresham.
1. Provide for efficient and safe movement of freight when conducting traffic analyses and adopting
multi-modal street design standards.
2. Require adequate on-site loading facilities and ensure the Gresham Regional Center and
Rockwood Town Center have adequate access for street loading facilities.
3. Ensure adequate accessibility and mobility to and between regional freight routes from
commercial and industrial districts.
4. Identify and correct safety problems on the freight network including roadway geometry
and traffic control deficiencies, at-grade rail crossings, truck-infiltration into neighborhoods,
congestion on grades, and the movement of hazardous materials.
5. Cooperate with railroads to provide an adequate level of rail freight service.
6. Preserve the rails to trails conversion of the Portland Traction line to the Springwater Trail as a
“railbanked corridor,” in accordance with the Federal Rails to Trails Act, ensuring that the integrity
of this corridor is maintained for possible return to rail use.

PASSENGER RAIL
Policy: Support federal, state, regional and private investments in passenger rail service to the
metropolitan area.
1. Support cost-effective commuter and inter-city passenger rail projects that serve a demonstrated
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need.
2. Support connections that make commuter and inter-city service accessible to Gresham residents
by a variety of modes.

AIR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
Policy: Ensure that land uses in Gresham are compatible with aircraft
noise exposure and aircraft safety.

Passenger rail: Amtrak’s
high-speed, inter-state and
inter-national rail system.

1. Work with Port of Portland officials to identify and resolve land
use compatibility issues.
2. Participate in noise abatement activities with the Noise Abatement Advisory Committee and
PDX staff.
3. Ensure that the location and use of helicopter landing facilities are compatible with surrounding
land uses.

PIPELINE SYSTEM
Policy: Ensure that land uses in Gresham are compatible with established and planned pipeline
corridors.
1. Identify and provide for appropriate inter-modal access along pipeline corridors.
2. Protect established and planned pipeline corridors from conflicts with incompatible land use
development.
3. Support the development of a regional pipeline system.
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